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PROGRESS AND NEWS

David Williams
Associate Editor of “Pursuit”
Assassination Information Bureau
63 Inman St.
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

November 2, 1976 – Richard A. Sprague, former Assistant District Attorney of Philadelphia from 1966 to 1974, has begun his work as the Acting Counsel and Director for the House Select Committee on Assassinations. Mr. Sprague earned a national reputation while serving as Special Prosecutor for Washington County, Pennsylvania, in the prosecution of the Yablonski murder cases. He also served as Special Assistant to the U.S. Attorney General for the federal prosecution of United Mine Workers Union president W.A. “Tony” Boyle. Boyle was convicted for the conspiracy to murder his opponent for the office of U.M.W. president, Joseph Yablonski.

Mr. Sprague is interviewing prospective staff members for the new Committee. It is anticipated that, subject to the approval of the new Congress in January, the committee will be able to have more than 150 people serving on the staff.

The committee is taking precautions to screen prospective staff members and avoid choosing those with any intelligence agency connections. Yet one of the seemingly unavoidable ironies is that staff members must be subjected to routine security clearances that are carried out by the very agencies, such as the FBI, that have been implicated in the cover-up of the Kennedy assassination.

The work already commenced by the staff members already hired consists largely of preserving testimony, that is, seeking all relevant materials and documents from federal agencies and the police departments of Dallas and Memphis, as well as statements from important witnesses.

The approach being taken by Mr. Sprague is that he is dealing with two unsolved homicide cases and he maintains that he begins his work with no preconceived notions. It is expected that the investigations will proceed simultaneously, with at least 8 months needed to complete the King probe and two years for the Kennedy investigation.
Appraising the Book "Appointment in Dallas" by

by Richard H. Bennett, Jr., Issaquah, Washington
Dick Hamilton, Issaquah, Washington
Hugh C. McDonald
Richard E. Sprague, Hartsdale, N.Y.

1. From: Richard H. Bennett, Jr., President
July 4, 1976
Hagoth Corporation (maker of a new voice-stress analysis device)
12350 208th Place Southeast
Issaquah, Wash. 98027

In the book "Appointment in Dallas" (Zebra, 1975), Hugh C. McDonald claims to have tracked down and interviewed the man who really shot President Kennedy. According to McDonald, that man is still living. There is substantial evidence that McDonald's account of the real assassination plot is authentic.

On June 29, 1976, I conducted a telephone interview with McDonald and, without his knowledge or permission, subjected his story to a thorough voice stress study. The device used in the voice stress analysis was the HAGOTH HS/1 Scanner, a new product from my company. A complete transcript with analysis is available on request.

Mr. McDonald makes at least one very disturbing revelation. To date, he has never been contacted by any of the Attorney General, the FBI, the CIA, the Senate, or any other agency of the Federal Government. His account of the successful assassination of the President of the United States has sold over one million copies. Yet not one federal agency has seen fit to seek McDonald's help and testimony. At its best, this is unprecedented negligence. At its worst, this is evidence of total disinterest by the Federal government in the facts — and worse besides.

I am convinced McDonald's is an authentic account. I have offered $10,000 to the person who can prove that McDonald's account is a fraud.

McDonald has unusual credentials: He holds the patents on Identi-kit, a composite photograph system used by police all over the world to identify criminals from descriptions given by witnesses to crimes. He was selected by Goldwater (and cleared by the Secret Service) to handle Republican security just before the 1964 presidential campaign. He was chief of detectives of the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Dept. when he retired. He has written several textbooks on criminology and has taught at several universities. He was a contract agent with the CIA and responsible for publicizing Russian germ warfare in a book "The Hour of the Blue Fox."

2. By Dick Hamilton, Reporter
Issaquah, Wash. 98027

In an interview with "The News Mill," Rick Bennett, President of Hagoth Corporation (manufacturer of the Hagoth Scanner — a voice activated lie detector) announced the offer of a $10,000 reward to the first person, or group, to prove Hugh C. McDonald to be a fraud.

Hugh C. McDonald

"In an interview with "The News Mill," Rick Bennett, President of Hagoth Corporation ... announced the offer of a $10,000 reward to the first person, or group, to prove Hugh C. McDonald to be a fraud."

Ironically, Bennett's offer stems from his own frustrated attempts to prove McDonald to be a fraud. Bennett interviewed McDonald on June 29. The interview, conducted by telephone, was tape recorded and subsequently subjected to analysis by the Hagoth Scanner. Bennett hoped to prove the book to be a fictitious concoction — and thereby receive publicity for his firm's lie detector. Bennett, instead, has convinced himself of the absolute authenticity of McDonald's reporting.

According to Bennett, "The impact of the realization that McDonald is totally truthful, and competent as well ... is enormous. When a man writes a book in which he offers significant evidence which might lead to capture of the murderer of the President of the United States, why he not even questioned by any official representative of the United States government? Bennett further explains that publicity for his device is now secondary. "The credibility of the device is no longer in question. Even McDonald is familiar with the first several generations of these devices — and of their reliability. But, what is important now is what we can learn from the use of the Scanner. Or, I guess I should say what we have already learned. When a book such as "Appointment in Dallas" sells over a million copies, and when the author's statements can be validated, and when the authorities don't even bother to check him out, when they don't even ask about his evidence about the killing of the President of the United States, then this is, at the least, unprecedented incompetence. At its worst, it could be ten times worse then Watergate."

When asked about the reward, Bennett replied, "I really hope that people try to claim it. When they do, they will have to start digging. And when they do that, they will have to come to the same conclusions that I have. And when that happens, it won't just be me asking the government what's going on." Bennett was asked why he is taking such an unqualified stand on this issue — particularly when, in the past, he has been less than willing to make a flat statement relative to the truthfulness of some statements or stories. Bennett replied, "In this case, McDonald is truly an honest man. When he exaggerates, he catches himself and adds the appropriate qualifiers to his statements. McDonald is an honest man. His story is true. Beyond that I have gathered more experience with the use of the scanner.
My confidence in the unit's reliability is now at 100%. In fact, if the unit had said that McDonald was a fraud, I was prepared to risk a lawsuit in order to say so.

3. Transcript (abridged) of interview by telephone between Richard H. Bennett, Jr., (RHB) and Hugh C. McDonald (MCD), author of "Appointment in Dallas," on June 29, 1976

RHB: ... since the book, "Appointment in Dallas," has there ever been an attempt by Saul to contact you again?
MCD: No. But I wouldn't think there would be. I believe, of course, that Saul is alive, and I believe that the Central Intelligence Agency probably knows where he is. They surely know who he is. And I would guess they know where he is.
RHB: I would be surprised if they didn't.
MCD: So would I.
RHB: Have you ever been asked to testify before any of the Senate committees?
MCD: No, I have not been. I have offered to all across the nation. You see the book sold over a million copies then if it's reprinted.
RHB: Well, it's probably going to sell a lot more than that.
MCD: Yes and I was in some seventeen cities on sixty-five shows and I was offered and asked for the privilege of testifying in front of the Committee, and I have heard nothing.
RHB: And you have had no contact from any authorities?
MCD: No. No authority would contact me. I can understand that. I think that the authorities involved are not anxious to have the Saul story come out. But it's coming out.
RHB: At any rate, you do not feel there is any sign or evidence to lead you to believe that someone was setting you up or putting you on then?
MCD: No, I have nothing to indicate that at all. The person who would have done that, the start of that, would have been Kinsey.
RHB: Um hum.
MCD: If his talk to me at Dealey Plaza when I was with Goldwater was a setup, I can't imagine what his point would have been. And there's where it would have had to have started.
RHB: OK and then, when you got the story from Saul, the recollection that you went up to the hotel room and showed him the transcript then was absolutely correct?
MCD: That's correct. There's no question. The other thing is, the problem was only reiterating what Herman (Kinsey) had told me. He simply confirmed it.
RHB: OK, so in my mind, that really eliminates that possibility that you were set up, which then, of course, the other possibility is that you had either fabricated this or imagined it. And with your credentials, I guess we'll just have to let that stand on the record.
MCD: Someone has to believe someone, you know. And you still consider with everybody involved in the Warren Commission, I suspect that the tendency to believe me is far more justified than almost anyone else in the investigation.
RHB: That's absolutely true.
MCD: So, hell, one of the things that bothers me is the name of any politician, any politician in Washington today questioning either my motives or truthfulness -- there's a real problem there.
RHB: Oh, absolutely. Especially, when they haven't gone to the trouble to corroborate your story and go into some depth with you. That, in my mind, is unforgivable. And I think you ought to play it up in the next print of the book.
MCD: Yes. But, if the book sold a million copies and yet you haven't heard from No. 1. So from your own lips then, you're telling me that this is truth.
RHB: That's correct. But the...
MCD: Of course, it's true. That is, the truth of Saul's story, I cannot attest to.
RHB: All right? I, my interview with him are all true.

4. From: Richard H. Bennett, Jr., President
October 31, 1976
Hagorth Corporation
12900 208th Place Southeast
Issaquah, Wash. 98027

There were some interesting developments after July 4, 1976 when the report in "The New Mill" was published.

In July I was talking with a friend who has a relative (whom I shall call John Jones), an ex-Air Force Intelligence officer who had been on duty in Hawaii in 1970 or 1971. During Jones' military assignment there, he and his staff had seen and read a Central Intelligence Agency document which had the code name "Click Beetle." This document contained a discussion of why the CIA had had President Kennedy killed, and how John McCone had issued the order, and what the position and policy of the CIA should be in the event that these facts became known. I talked with Jones, and he said McDonald's small piece of the puzzle was accurate. But Jones did not want to discuss the subject with me at all, he said, because as a result of knowledge of this document several of his friends had died or had been completely discredited.

In early September I gave a radio talk on my voice stress analysis of the telephone interview with Hugh McDonald. The stress analyzer device showed stress only when McDonald replied to my question, "Do you believe it possible that John McCone issued the order to kill President Kennedy?" At that point, he showed a lot of stress, denying it firmly. But the stress indicator indicated that McDonald did believe it possible that John McCone did give such an order, and that McDonald was lying.

A few days after my broadcast, I received a call from a friend of mine in Chicago (where I used to live) who was an ex-CIA agent. I was surprised to hear from him: three months had passed since I last talked with him. He began by asking how business was, and I told him, and I mentioned my radio talk on the validity of the reporting in the book "Appointment in Dallas." He said "If you know what is good for you, you will drop the matter. You are playing a very dangerous game."

This warning astonished me. So on September 14, I telephoned John McCone, who spends about a month a year in Seattle, Washington (Issaquah is a suburb of Seattle), and asked him if he had any comments. He heard what I said, was upset, and denied knowing who McDonald was. So I wrote Mr. McCone a letter enclosing McDonald's book "Appointment in Dallas" and referring to "Click Beetle." I asked him to talk with him and sent the letter by certified mail. I received a reply from Mr. McCone saying he would be willing to see me in Los Angeles, but he "would not discuss the subject you mention."

A little later in September, I received a letter from George Bush, present head of the Central Intel-
The Testimony of the Film

Recall that FBI expert Robert Frazier test-fired the rifle "to determine the maximum speed at which it could be fired." /10/ To work the bolt and fire three shots (aiming time excluded) took a minimum of 4.6 seconds. The Commission divided by two and determined that the minimum time to work the bolt and fire was 2.3 seconds. With the Zapruder film running at 18.3 frames per second, the time span between the shots on film should be 42.09 frames. /11/

A problem arises with anyone's viewing of the film, for Connally appears to be reacting too soon for his reaction to have been a separate shot from Oswald's bolt action rifle. When viewing the film for Life Magazine in 1966 Connally picked Z-234 as the hit frame. /12/ This is approximately 1.3 seconds after the Kennedy hit. Photo-optical expert Robert Groden picks Z-237 as the hit frame. /13/ Connally's chest surgeon, Dr. Robert Shaw, picked Z-236 as the point of impact "give or take 1 or 2 frames." /14/ Dr. Charles Gregory picked Z-234 to 236, and Josiah Thompson, author of "Six Seconds in Dallas," picked Z-236. /15/

It seems clear that no one sees Connally as wounded until after Z-230, far too soon for another shot from Oswald's gun. It is also obvious that Connally can be seen holding his stetson in his right hand, which was supposedly shattered by the bullet. Now either Connally was struck by the same bullet which wounded the President and is suffering a delayed reaction, or there was another gunman firing in Dealey Plaza that day. It is as simple as that: Oswald could not have fired twice in less than 2.3 seconds.

Whether or not Connally is suffering from a delayed reaction is probably for medical experts to decide. The Commission itself was split on the issue with Senators Russell and Cooper and Representative Boggs doubtful of the "single bullet theory" and Rep. Ford, Mr. Dulles and Mr. McCloy in support of it. /16/ But there are still problems with it from a mathematical standpoint.

The Vertical Angles

Commission Exhibit 385 is a "schematic drawing showing side view of entry and exit wounds to the neck area of President Kennedy." Commission Exhibit 689 is a drawing showing the path of a projectile as indicated by examination of the wounds of Governor Connally.

Connally's wound was measured as at a trajectory of 27°, whereas Kennedy's wound appears to be a very flat angle (approximate measure of 10°). To the naked eye, these flightpaths simply do not line up. But let us allow for the time being that these are simply rough drawings.

The Lateral Angles

In 1969, Robert B. Cutler, an architect, tested the flight path of the single bullet theory. His tools were (1) a surveyor's plat of Dealey Plaza showing the relationship of the Texas S.B. Depository to Elm St. and (2) a dimensioned drawing of the limousine for proper positioning of the President and Governor.

Mr. Cutler took great pains to get his measures correct, and travelled to Dallas to get a print of the plat.

Chart 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test no.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Killion</td>
<td>6 Frazier</td>
<td>11 Staley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cunningham</td>
<td>7 Frazier</td>
<td>12 Staley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Frazier</td>
<td>8 Frazier</td>
<td>13 Miller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Frazier</td>
<td>9 Hendrix</td>
<td>14 Miller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Frazier</td>
<td>10 Hendrix</td>
<td>15 Miller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 93.0 seconds in 15 attempts

(please turn to page 8)
John Rosselli: His Murder and Its Implications — Part 2

(Continued from “People and the PURSUIT of Truth” for September 1976, page 5.)

"No Comment" — Morgan

Morgan is referred to in the Senate report only as the "Washington lawyer." When we reached Morgan at his office in the prestigious Washington firm of Welsh, Morgan and Kleindienst, he refused to either confirm or deny that he was the lawyer in question. He did admit to us, however, that he had testified to the Select Committee. The report cites testimony by the "Washington lawyer" on March 17, 1976, (p. 83) but Morgan couldn't remember the date of his appearance. Interestingly, the "Washington lawyer" told the committee that he had "no recollection of being interviewed by any FBI agent about the information he gave to Drew Pearson." (p. 85) The AIB first publicly identified Morgan as the lawyer referred to in the committee's report at a news conference on June 25, 1976. Two months later, the "Washington Post" printed the story, but the "Post" had no success in getting Morgan to comment on the report. ("Washington Post," 8/22/76)

Morgan's Clients

Both of Morgan's clients were questioned by the Select Committee about what they told Morgan. Apparently, they stonewalled it, since the report notes that they had "no recollection of either receiving information that Castro retaliated or discussing it with the lawyer." (p. 85) Perhaps if they had known they would be named in the report they would have been more cooperative.

One of the clients was John Rosselli. It was probably Rosselli who found the Warren Report's view of Lee Oswald so hilarious.

But it was not until after Rosselli's death, that the "Washington Post" identified him as one of Morgan's two clients. ("Post" 8/22/76) If the news media had reported the story earlier, or if, last June, the Senate report had named Rosselli, he might be alive today.

Morgan, incidentally, continues to decline comment on the report that Rosselli was one of his two clients, or on any other aspect of the story.

Questions to Ponder

Among the many unanswered questions raised by the Morgan -- Rosselli affair, one stands out. Why did Rosselli decide to tell Morgan when he did, what he claimed to know about the Kennedy assassination? It has been suggested that his action was purely self-serving, that Rosselli was struggling to avoid deportation to Italy for living in the U.S. under a false name. But this would explain only why Rosselli might reveal his CIA connections. It remains a mystery why he raised the spectre of the Kennedy assassination.

Another unanswered question about this affair is: What was President Lyndon Johnson's real position? The Select Committee Report is completely unhelpful in this regard. The report criticizes the FBI for not conducting a proper investigation of the Morgan story, but the peculiar role of the White House is ignored.

There is a chronology of events in an appendix to the report where we learn that three weeks after the FBI interviewed Morgan, Johnson had become "convinced" that there was a conspiracy in the JFK assassination. A recent report in the Detroit "News" (6/27/76) suggests that LBJ was then trying to get the FBI to investigate possible CIA involvement in the assassination. This conflicts, however, with numerous private statements during Johnson's last years, some of which have since been widely reported, indicating his own belief in the "Castro did it" theory.

What strategy was Johnson using in early 1967? The evidence is increasing that immediately after the assassination in 1963 many government officials, persuaded by what should now be viewed as suspicious reports emanating from CIA agents, mobsters, and right-wing Cuban exiles, feared that Castro was involved in the assassination. To prevent a hysterical public reaction to these reports and a possible U.S. military intervention in Cuba which might have started a war, Johnson created the Warren Commission and imposed the lone assassin theory on the public.

Years later, after leaving office, Johnson revealed his doubts about the "lone assassin" theory. Did he still harbor secret misgivings about the "Castro did it" theory, or did he accept that theory sincerely?

The CIA Inspector General's Report for Johnson

There is one more chapter to the story at present. After he failed to compel the FBI headed by J. Edgar Hoover to investigate Morgan's story, LBJ turned to the CIA. The Agency's Inspector General was ordered to produce a report on the Castro assassination plots. CIA director Richard Helms briefed Johnson orally on the report in April or May, 1976. (Select Committee Report, p. 86)

It is not known exactly what position was taken by the still secret Inspector General's Report upon the "Castro did it" theory. But, nearly nine years after it was written, the report became the chief documentary source for the Senate investigation of...
On November 22, 1963, in Dallas, Texas, President John F. Kennedy, while riding in an open limousine through Dealey Plaza and waving to the surrounding crowds, was shot to death. Lee Harvey Oswald, an ex-Marine, and former visitor to the Soviet Union, was arrested that afternoon in a movie theatre in another section of Dallas; that night he was charged with shooting President Kennedy from the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository Building overlooking Dealey Plaza. This act, Oswald denied steadily through two days of questioning (no record of questions and answers was ever preserved). Two days later while Oswald was being transferred from one jail to another, he was shot by Jack Ruby, a Dallas night-club owner, in the basement of the Dallas police station, while millions of Americans watched on television. The commission of investigation, appointed by President Lyndon B. Johnson, and headed by Chief Justice Earl Warren of the U. S. Supreme Court, published its report in September 1964, and concluded that Oswald was the sole assassin and that there was no conspiracy.

In view of the authority of the Warren Commission, that conclusion was accepted by many Americans for a long time. But the conclusion cannot be considered true by anyone who carefully considers the crucial evidence — such as the physics of the shooting, the timing of a number of events, and other important and undeniable facts. In other words, Oswald was not the sole assassin, and there was a conspiracy.

This article will develop that thesis, prove it to be true on the basis of substantial, conclusive evidence, and in particular some analysis of the photographic evidence.

There was in fact a conspiracy. Oswald played a role in the conspiracy, although there is conclusive evidence that on November 22, 1963, he did not shooting at President Kennedy, and that, just as he claimed when he was in the Dallas jail, he was a "patsy." At least three gunmen (and probably four) — none of whom were in the sixth floor easternmost window of the Texas School Book Depository building where the Warren Commission placed Oswald — fired a total of six shots at President Kennedy.

One of these shots missed entirely; one hit Governor John B. Connally, Jr. of Texas, riding with Kennedy; and four hit President Kennedy, one in his throat, one in his back, and two in his head. (The bulk of the undeniable evidence for these statements about the shots consists of: (a) the physics of the motions of Kennedy and Connally shown in some 60 frames of the famous film by Abraham Zapruder; (b) the locations of the injuries in Kennedy and Connally; and (c) more than 100 pictures, consisting of more than 30 still photographs and more than 70 frames of movies.)

More than 50 persons were involved in the conspiracy at the time of firing the shots. These persons included members of the Dallas police force (but not all of the Dallas police) — and that accounts for some strange events), elements of the Central Intelligence Agency, some anti-Castro Cuban exiles, some adventurers from New Orleans, and some other groups. After the assassination, some very highly placed persons in the United States government became accessories to the crime. In other words, they participated in assiduous concealment of important facts, in shielding the perpetrators of the crime, and in spreading a thick layer of rewritten history (in the manner of George Orwell's famous novel "1984") over the whole crime.

Of course, asserting these statements makes them neither true nor believable. Without very strong evidence, it would be evil to make such statements. As to believability, prior to District Attorney Jim Garrison's trial of Clay Shaw in New Orleans in Feb. and March, 1969, public opinion polls in the United States showed that over 75 percent of the people in the United States believed that there was a conspiracy. The press, radio, and TV almost everywhere in the United States reported Garrison's investigation and the New Orleans trial in a very distorted way. Furthermore, Garrison did not prove to the satisfaction of the New Orleans jury that Clay Shaw was involved in the conspiracy, even though he proved that Shaw knew and met Oswald. The news media of the United States (except for two newspapers in New Orleans) reported the trial as such a way as to show that no conspiracy existed. The media largely succeeded in changing U.S. public opinion, if we judge from the falling off of the poll percentages.

But the American newspapers have been proved wrong many times before, and they will be proved wrong again in this case. For example, the press of the United States almost entirely refused to believe for five years (1903 to 1908) that the Wright brothers had flown in a flying machine heavier than air. Only after the Wright brothers had won spectacular air races and demonstrated other successful flights in France, did the majority of the "hard-headed" American press believe that the Wright brothers had flown.

But the evidence cited or referred to in this article, and the existing photographic evidence and its analysis, a little of which is published here, establishes the fact of conspiracy. This evidence, along with other evidence should and can initialize a major change in the beliefs of the people of the United States. As for beliefs of the people of Europe, it has long been and still is accepted there that President John F. Kennedy was assassinated by a conspiracy.

What is the Evidence?

The evidence for the statement — "the Warren Commission conclusions are false" — is now overwhelming.

There now exists not only a mountain of new evidence, but also considerable new analysis of the old evidence, the evidence which the Commission itself published in the 26 volumes of Evidence and Hearings accompanying the Warren Report. Much of the new evidence and the new analyses of the old evidence are available for any serious researcher's inspection; if any such person is interested, he should write me.

There are four prime sources of new evidence and analysis:

1. Researchers all over the United States, some affiliated with the National Committee to Investigate Assassinations (NCTIA), others acting independently but cooperating with the NCTIA, have obtained new evidence from witnesses, and even from conspirators — including admissions and confessions.
2. The new evidence includes new photographic evidence, some of which is reproduced or described in this article.

3. Researchers have produced scientific, solidly-based analyses of the old and new evidence and published these analyses in books and articles.

4. The office of District Attorney Jim Garrison in New Orleans has, under his direction, carried on (and continues to carry on) an extensive investigation of President Kennedy's assassination. Much of this evidence has been made available to the NCTIA.

This article concentrates on some of the photographic evidence and problems of computerized analysis. However, for the benefit of the readers who would like to examine some of the other evidence, a few very important and interesting references will be mentioned next.

Four Important Reference Books

One valuable book is *Six Seconds in Dallas*, by Professor Josiah Thompson, a professor of philosophy at Haverford College, Haverford, Pa., published in 1968 by Bernard Geis and Associates, New York, 323 pages. Thompson made a thorough and competent analysis of the happenings during the six seconds when President Kennedy and Governor Connally of Texas were shot. With the cooperation of *Life* magazine during the first part of his investigation, he looked at the clear original of the Zapruder film. (After that, *Life* magazine locked the film up and denied any further access, until Garrison subpoenaed the film for the New Orleans trial of Clay Shaw.) Thompson showed that at least three gunmen shot at the President, and that one of the fatal shots came from the front and not the back.

Another impeccably scholarly book is *Accessories after the Fact*, by Sylvia Meagher, published in 1967 by Bobbs Merrill Co., Indianapolis, Ind., 477 pages. She presents a most thorough analysis of the gaps, conflicts, contradictions, and failures to investigate, that are clearly revealed by careful study of the Warren Commission Report and the 26 volumes of supporting documents.

A third important book is *Inquest: the Warren Commission and the Establishment of Truth*, by Edward Jay Epstein. Published by the Viking Press, New York, N.Y., 1966, 224 pp. Epstein makes a pregnant remark at the beginning of his Chapter 9, "The major problem in the writing of the Report was the selection of the evidence. From the tens of thousands of pages of evidence, which facts were to be included and which facts excluded?" This book is an illuminating account of what actually did happen in the work of the staff of the Warren Commission, and why and how they could have reached the wrong conclusions.

A fourth significant book is *Farewell America*, by James Hepburn, published in Canada and in Belgium by Frontiera Publishing Co., Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1968, 418 pp. (One cannot be sued in Liechtenstein.) This book is apparently based largely on information collected by certain former members of the French intelligence service, who penetrated the plot to assassinate President Kennedy. According to the book jacket, the author, James Hepburn, attended the London School of Economics and later graduated from the Institute of Political Studies in Paris. (However, "Hepburn" is a pseudonym.) The book gives a large amount of information about the plot to assassinate President Kennedy, its background, its background, and parallels in history. The book alleges that J. Edgar Hoover knew of the plot beforehand and did nothing to stop it. It also alleges that a Texas oil millionaire, some other oil men, some Texas and Californian rightists, leaders of the Dallas city government, many members of the Dallas Police Department, and many members of the CIA, the FBI, and the Secret Service, all were involved in the plot. I do not agree with nor believe some of these allegations.

Appendix 1 of this book lists many "classified" documents in the National Archives of the United States, such as no. 931, a secret CIA document entitled "Oswald's access to information about the U-2" (the spy plane). Appendix 2 lists more references, entitled "reports, memoranda, and documents" such as "Dossier Richard M. Helms", "General Dynamics Dossier F 111" — but how to get access to these references is nowhere mentioned. Pages 308 to 324 contain a remarkable account of twenty years' activity by the CIA. Much of the information in the book is clearly true; other information is probably or plausible; some information is clearly in the category "possible but hard to believe" and by no means proved.

For reasons that may be guessed, this book is very hard to obtain in the United States but it can be bought in other countries. Although it has Library of Congress catalog no. 68-57391, at the Library of Congress it is "not available". Commercial importation of the book has been blocked by the U.S. Customs and the U.S. Post Office. A movie with the same title has been made by the publishers of the book; the movie, "Farewell America", has been shown in several European cities, but no copies of the film are so far available in the United States.

A number of important reference books are included in the partial bibliography at the end of this article. Among the more important authors are Harold Weisberg, Paris Flammende, Mark Lane, Rosemary James, Joachim Joesten, and Raymond Marcus. A fuller bibliography is available from the NCTIA.

The New Orleans Trial of Clay Shaw

One of the largest additional installments of new public evidence came out of three weeks of court testimony given in New Orleans, Feb. and March, 1969, when District Attorney Jim Garrison charged Clay Shaw with having a part in the conspiracy to assassinate President Kennedy.

The trial was accurately and very fully reported in *The Times Picayune*, Feb. 7, 1969 to March 2, 1969, the leading daily paper in New Orleans, published since 1847. The record of the trial as published in *The Times Picayune* contains many indications that:

1. Clay Shaw did know and meet with Lee Harvey Oswald (dead), David Ferrie (dead), and Jack Ruby (dead), and exchange money with them. Twelve witnesses saw them together in twos and threes, at various times and places.

2. There were at least three gunmen in Dealey Plaza firing at President Kennedy on November 22, 1963, from at least two directions, and therefore there was a conspiracy.

What Garrison failed to prove to the satisfaction of the New Orleans jury was that Clay Shaw was involved in the conspiracy in Dallas. 

The article contained 11 photographs, a chart of Dealey Plaza, a time chart of the frames of the Zapruder film, and a list of 510 photographs and movie sequences. The Warren Commission examined 26 photographs or about 5% of the 510.

This article is still in print and available from the publisher of "Pursuit." (price: $3.00 prepaid)
Summary and Conclusions

What can one conclude from the information presented in this article?

1. We can conclude from the rifle tests that, on the average, experts cannot do what Oswald allegedly did.

2. We can conclude from the stair race that if Oswald was the assassin he may well have arrived on the second floor after Officer Baker.

3. We can conclude from the work of Robert Cutler that the single bullet theory is mathematically improbable to say the least.
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